Jurassic World Interactive Movie
When this happens...
1. Gray opens the balcony doors
2. Claire is saying names in the
elevator
3. Helicopter takes off
4. The co-pilot throws up
5. Owen gets the raptors attention
6. Owen narrowly escapes the raptors
7. The T-Rex is about to eat the goat
8. Claire says Owen should showed up
to their date in board shorts
9. The mosasaur eats the shark
10. They can’t find the Indominus Rex
11. The Indominus Rex appears
12. Owen is hiding under the truck
13. Claire says, "Everyone remain
calm."
14. Owen knocks the dinosaurs off the
desk
15. Zach and Gray are in the gyro
sphere
16. Zach and Gray jump off the cliff
17. Claire and Owen comfort the dying
dinosaur
18. Zach asks Gray for the matches
19. Birds fly out of the aviary
20. The guests start to run and panic
21. The mosasaur eats Zara and the
bird
22. Owen kisses Claire
23. Owen punches Hoskins
24. Claire tells the boys to put
seatbelts on and hold hands

Do this...
Say "ooo, ahhh"
Shake hands with neighbor and
introduce yourself
Grab on to neighbor and scream
Crinkle nose in disgust and say "eww"
Be the raptors and follow his
commands (eat an m&m)
Give a huge sigh of relief
Chant "eat it" along with guests
Say "oh no he didn’t!" with sass
Throw an m&m up and catch in mouth
Freak out and pretend to look around
the room for it
Point and yell, "There she is!"
Hold your breath for as long as
possible until the dino passes
Jump up and run around the room
screaming
Look annoyed and say, "seriously."
Enjoy some popcorn!
Stand and jump with them
Comfort your neighbor
Whisper to neighbor, "not a dork
pouch now, huh?" smugly
Flap your arms and fly around the
room
Start a human wave at one end of the
room
Throw 2 m&m's up and catch in mouth
Say, "eww cooties"
Flex arms/biceps
Do as she says; pretend to buckle up
and hold neighbors hand

25. The raptors are released
Whisper yell, "show time"
26. The Indominus Rex is knocked over Fall over and roll around
from blast
27. Zach and Gray zap the raptor
Pretend to be shocked and wiggle
around
28. Lowery tries to kiss Vivian
Point and laugh and say, "awkward"
29. Hoskins is killed by the raptor
*cough cough* karma *cough cough*
30. The raptors fight for Owen
Cheer and say, "yeah, he's the alpha!"
31. Claire asks, "more what?"
Yell, "TEETH!"
32. Claire leads the T-Rex out
Shake head and say, "she's still
wearing those ridiculous shoes"
33. The T-Rex and Indominus Rex are
Arm wrestle someone near you
fighting
34. The Mosasaur eats the Indominus Say, "man he must have been hungry"
Rex
and eat another m&m
35. The family is reunited
Everyone gather for a group hug
36. The T-Rex roars
Roar with him

BONUS FUN!
Whenever this happens....
Any mention/sign of Jurassic World
Someone says "The Indominus Rex"
Mr. Mizzroni appears
Zach is caught staring at or talking to
girls
Someone says "run!"
Indominus Rex is sniffing out someone
who is hiding
Group of dinos are
running/stampeding
Gray and Zach are being nice/getting
along

Do this...
Gasp and say, "Oh no!"
Say, "dun, dun, dunnn"
Say, "Hey money bags"
Wink at neighbor
Do 3 jumping jacks
Stay frozen until she passes...(or
worse)
Stomp feet until they pass
Hug neighbor

